Abstract. In this paper we prove that pointwise values of the non-regularized pluriharmonic measure are not capacities. This answers the question raised by E. Bedford and U. Cegrell.
It is not hard to see that the first axiom is true, since we are looking at the unregularized pluriharmonic measure. Also it was proved in [3] that (2) is true if the sets A¡, jeN, and A = \Jf=\ Aj are compact. Using some ideas from [4] , adapted to this concrete situation, we are going to construct an FCT-set A for which (2) is false, thus giving a counterexample to the "fine" problem. Therefore, Vj(z) = v(zx(\ + 2~J) -z2) > a when z = (zx, Z2) € Tj-, j > 1, and ||z|| < 1/16. It is easy to check that Vj = -1 on y;. When j -0 we consider vo(zx, z2) =■ v(-zx). Clearly vq satisfies the properties above.
Suppose that z0 € Ym and ||z0|| -1/16. Then z0 i Tm := \J]¥,mTj, so since each Tj is a complete pluripolar set, for every e > 0 we can find a negative plurisubharmonic function g on D such that g = -00 on rm but (zo) > -e. Since g(z) + vm(z) < -1 on A, we see that w(z0, A, D) > a-e and, since e > 0 is arbitrary, <y(z0, A, D)>a.
We now prove that 
